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As drafted, Section 1 of H. 5831 amends Chapter 175,
which is enforced by the Division of Insurance. However,
the Division of Insurance only enforces against insurance

'he Department of Labor andcompanies, not employers.
Industries, on the other han.
penalties against employers
their employees. Thus, that
through its present system
employers for withholding w.
insurance and failing to provi

3, routinely enforces criminal
who fail to pay wages owed
department is better equipped
to handle complaints against

for purchases of health
that insurance.

y drafted also might penalize
ponsible for the lapse of

The language as original:
a person who was not re
insurance. The proposed amendment therefore clarifies that
the person responsible under the act is the employer.

While Section 1 as drafted does provide for some
important sanctions, it did not provide a restitution
penalty requiring that the employee be reimbursed for costs
incurred as a result of the lapse of insurance covera
This provision is important because the major impact of
loss of health insurance for an employee is usually
incurrence of devastating hospital and medical bill

inally, as drafted, Section 2 of H.5831 has the
unintended consequence of providing less flexibility to

iyers who might make late payments, potentiall■me

adversely affecting the covered emplo

I therefore recommend that House Bill 5831 be amen
by striking out after the enacting clause and substitut
in its place the following:
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Chapter 149 of the General Laws is hereby amended by
inserting after section 1508 the following section:

Section 150C. Any person having employees in his
service who withholds or deducts wages from employees for
the purpose of purchasing or contributing toward the
purchase of a blanket or general policy of insurance
pursuant to section one hundred and ten of chapter one
hundred and seventy five of the General Laws and who fails
to purchase such coverage or keep such coverage in force
shall be punished by one or any combination of the
following; by imprisonment in a jail or house of
correction for not more than six months; by a fine of not
more than one thousand dollars; by being required to
reimburse employees for any wages withheld or deducted that
were not put toward the use for which they were withhel
deducted; or by being required to pay for all c
incurred by an employee that would have been paid fo
reimbursed by insurance if such insurance coverage had been

in force.
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